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A Step-by-Step Guide to Recruiting Beautiful Models, Lighting, Photographing Nudes,

Post-Processing Images, and Maybe Even Getting Paid to Do It. (third edition) Prior experience with

nude models is not required to benefit from this how-to guide. This guide can be enjoyed by anyone,

but is written for two main audiences: the accomplished photographer wanting insight from a peer,

and the serious amateur wanting a guided introduction to the field. The female body has been an

inspiration for artists since before the invention of photography. Naturally, nudes were one of the

first subjects of photography as well. Although the guide covers the basics of nude photography, it is

assumed that you have a digital camera that is more advanced than a point-and-shoot and that you

already understand the basics of operating your camera. This book deals with female models. You

wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t find male models or advice on photographing non-models in this book. Finding

Models: Nude photography entails more than just photographic technique, there is a huge

interpersonal element; much more so than in any other kind of people photography. The guide

addresses everything from finding models, to working with them long term. Most guides on

photographic technique assume youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve already found a willing model. This one assumes

that youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re having trouble Ã¢â‚¬â€œ or at least having trouble finding a model that you feel

takes your work to the next level. It contains techniques for finding and recruiting models.

Techniques: A range of processes are explained step-by-step. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find more than just a

selection of photos and a dissection of each; youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll see full lighting diagrams as well as

frank discussions of techniques and pitfalls in the days and weeks leading up to making a nude

image. From finding your first nude model to selling your first nude photo, the guide presents

complete, concise instruction on lighting, posing, and-post processing with Photoshop.
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A K Nicholas is an art photographer from the United States who specializes in figurative imagery. A

diverse background and traditional art education prompted him to develop a unorthodox aesthetic

that blends sensual imagery with a painterly style of manipulated colors. He was introduced to art

through museum visits and other cultural experiences in Europe, America, Africa, and Asia. Growing

up the Middle East, he saw how women's bodies were hidden from public view, In stark contrast

Europeans mostly lacked prudishness. Compare those to the US, where we have a bifurcated

culture: half of us celebrate our beauty while the other half shuns it. He did not become interested in

art until high school. Taking a surrealism art history class, he realized he could explore art that

interested him and began learning painting. His initial training with the nude was figure drawing

while studying art in college. His first nude shoot was a complete surprise to him when a classmate

in college assumed that his invitation to model meant for her to be nude. Although trained in drawing

and painting, photography became his concentration by the conclusion of his art degree. Following

art school, he put in his dues clerking and staffing the darkroom of a camera store. In the decades

following his first shoot, he has photographed hundreds of nude models for pictorial books, limited

edition prints, and his instructional books. In recent years he has dedicated himself full time to being

an artist. He collaborates with models to create alternate realities, on what he calls "a journey with

no known destination." With his passion for sharing knowledge, he writes to help you learn from his

experience, including how to avoid some common mistakes and to encourage your creativity.
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